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26thjuly 2012, thursday, 11 am to 12 noon a suite workflow: speeding up your workflow using adobe premiere pro cs6 & other suite components learn how you can use the rest of the components in production premium to enhance your motion graphics
workflow. use adobe premiere pro cs6 to edit your footage, audition to sweeten your sound, illustrator for vector sources and adobe media encoder for background rendering. take color correction and grading to a new level with speedgrade cs6. learn

techniques used by professional colorists to enhance the quality and look of your projects. stereo conversion and composite editing. allows importing of 2d or 3d files or editing 2d content with a 3d framework to create a 3d-ready source, include
dynamic depth map generation. its effect and filter plug-ins are based on its engine enabling to dynamically match and apply effects to the depth map. yuvsoft 2d to 3d suite corrective conversion to stereo using the stereoscopic secret. one or more

optional images can be used to approximate a full-fledged match to capture depth, warp, refocus, and apply other effects to the stereo pair. this method works much faster than using 3d geometry for matching and reconstruction. yuvsoft 2d to 3d suite
semiautomatic stereo conversion. a 3d video camera records two or more images in order to construct a full-fledged frame for each eye. the software automates this process, allowing the creation of highly accurate stereo pairs. importing and assigning

a reference frame is required. yuvsoft 2d to 3d suite stereo conversion to a3d using the stereo secret. a semi-automatic method for producing high-quality a3d images from any video format using a small amount of existing content. built-in tools to
automatically extract content from 2d images, such as foreground/background detection and extraction. yuvsoft 2d to 3d suite producing stereo 3d visuals for digital distribution and 3dtv platforms. allows importing of files that include a depth map.

using the stereoscopic secret, it automatically creates a stereo pair from the input video. for a3d conversion, a watermark can be placed in the left/right (l/r) image. the watermarked l/r image is used as a reference frame. the l/r image is automatically
converted to a3d. yuvsoft 2d to 3d suite tropic boat – recreation of the classic movie cannonball and icb » through the process of converting 2d to 3d, the depth map is automatically computed and ready for any 3d-conversion software.
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The YUVsoft XF filters are indispensable for the optimization and production of videos. You can use
our filters to adjust the amount of light coming from your background and the intensity of shadows
and highlights without impacting the colors in the shot. You can also apply them to objects to make
them look natural and realistic. The following filters can be used in the production of digital videos:
YUVsoft's 2D to 3D Suite is intuitive to learn and use. Users with Adobe After Effects experience will
find the software easy to operate. New users can install the YUVsoft 2D to 3D Plugin as a new After
Effects plug-in and utilize either the conventional or automated workflow. The plug-in is designed to
offer high quality stereo conversion, optimized for both speed and quality. For workflow-based tools,

automatic and manual editing modes are available. The brainchild of Ira Drob, the Add&Stretch
technology behind the YUVsoft 2D to 3D Suite is a custom plugin which brings a novel conceptual

view of 3D. By expanding the view of the 3D scene beyond a 2D image, you can now see more of the
scene's depth. It has become a staple for many composers, as they use it to turn a 2D camera

render (or a clip from a video) into a 3D scene. As with the HiResExplorer, the scene is analyzed and
the problematic portions of the scene are identified and highlighted. Most programs that support the

Add&Stretch technology act as a stereo compositor. The high quality of the stereo conversion is
critical for creating great looking 3D scenes. The video is converted to the necessary format (usually
Raw H.264 3D) and then rendered as a 3D scene in an actual 3D Editor or composited. 5ec8ef588b
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